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Abstract: Background: Cataract is one of the most common age-related vision deteriorations, leading
to opacification of the lens and therefore visual impairment as well as blindness. Both cataract extrac-
tion and the implantation of blue light filtering lens are believed to improve not only vision but also
overall functioning. Methods: Thirty-four cataract patients were subject to resting-state functional
magnetic resonance imaging before and after cataract extraction and intraocular lens implantation
(IOL). Global and local graph metrics were calculated in order to investigate the reorganization of
functional network architecture associated with alterations in blue light transmittance. Psychomotor
vigilance task (PVT) was conducted. Results: Graph theory-based analysis revealed decreased eigen-
vector centrality after the cataract extraction and IOL replacement in inferior occipital gyrus, superior
parietal gyrus and many cerebellum regions as well as increased clustering coefficient in superior and
inferior parietal gyrus, middle temporal gyrus and various cerebellum regions. PVT results revealed
significant change between experimental sessions as patients responded faster after IOL replacement.
Moreover, a few regions were correlated with the difference in blue light transmittance and the time
reaction in PVT. Conclusion: Current study revealed substantial functional network architecture
reorganization associated with cataract extraction and alteration in blue light transmittance.

Keywords: neuroimaging; fMRI; graphs; cataract; blue light

1. Introduction

Ageing entails numerous changes affecting the brain and eyes, which are strongly
connected with each other functionally and anatomically [1,2]. Cataract is one of the most
common age-related vision deteriorations, leading to opacification of the lens and therefore
visual impairment and blindness. According to Pascolini and Mariotti’s [3] report for the
World Health Organization, cataract is the second (33%) cause of visual impairment and
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the first cause of blindness (51%). Age-related cataract constitutes the largest group of
cataract patients and according to some studies, it may be a manifestation of an extensive
degenerative process containing extended brain damage and the subsequent disturbed
behavior [4,5]. Due to the accumulation of chromophores the natural lens become more
yellow during ageing [6] and, therefore, filter the blue light reaching the retina. This
particular part of the spectrum is crucial for entrainment of the circadian system and has
significant effects on alerting and cognitive responses [7]. Cataract extraction (cataract
surgery) is a surgical procedure involving the removal of a natural lens and implanting the
intraocular one (IOL) with a blue light filter or without it (crystal lens). According to the
review by Davidson et al. [8], patients with blue light-filtering IOLs “should experience
the benefit of overall better quality of vision, reduced glare disability at least in some
conditions, and better protection against retinal phototoxicity”. However, some previous
studies have shown that in a healthy ageing brain the effect of blue light diminishes,
particularly in the areas responsible for vision, alertness regulation and higher executive
processes [9]. Nevertheless, previous studies have reported positive impact of cataract
surgery [10,11]. For example, Lin et al. [11] observed increased grey matter volume of the
visual, cognitive-related, and somatosensory brain areas. The above observations may
suggest such improvement in brain functioning as vision-related quality of life, cognitive
impairment and depressive state, which are believed to be strongly connected with each
other [10]. Normalizing vision after cataract surgery was also suggested to have impact on
memory and learning [12]. Apart from that, cataract extraction may also improve cognitive
function, but it is still unclear whether it is a matter of improved visual function or cataract
surgery as such [13,14]. Essentially, cataract extraction benefits are believed to be extended
beyond the visual acuity, as it provides improvements in cognition, emotions and general
well-being [15].

Vision impairments affect the overall nervous system functioning, which can be
investigated with the use of resting-state fMRI. Graph-theory based analysis is one of
the well-known methods to evaluate the global and local functional reorganization of the
neuronal network. One of the biggest advantages of conducting graph analysis on fMRI
data is the ability to investigate intermediate and high levels of organization across the
network as a whole [16]. Thus far, graph theory has been used to quantify abnormality
of structural and functional networks in various disorders such as borderline personality
disorder [17], autism spectrum disorder [18], social anxiety [19] or even illnesses like
cancer [20] and diabetes [21].

The current study is a follow up to our previous work investigating hemodynamic
bases of daytime sleepiness, experiencing pleasure as well as positive and negative affect
in cataract patients [22]. The purpose of our research is to study the consequences of
cataract extraction and change in the amount of blue light that reaches the retina after this
intervention on the brain functional network architecture reorganization. We hypothesize
that brain activity of the aforementioned participants will vary on a global and local
level before and after the implantation of the lens and that it will be associated with the
change in blue light transmittance. We assume overall better organization of the functional
neural networks after the cataract extraction, IOL implantation and alterations in blue light
transmittance. Above results would mean higher integration, synchronization, robustness
as well as effectiveness of the functional networks after IOL implantation. We strongly
believe the aforementioned analyses can enrich the current knowledge regarding the
mechanisms of cognitive deficits associated with vision impairments.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants

Ophthalmologists recruited 38 healthy patients with diagnosed cataract, however
four of them had to drop out after the first session due to health issues. As a result, a
total of 34 participants were subject to fMRI examination before and after cataract ex-
traction and the implantation of an intraocular lens. The mean age of participants was
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M = 62.3 years old, SD = 9.1 (range 34–74 years old), and the sample consisted of 22 women
and 12 men. The participants were subject to fMRI examination 2 weeks before the surgery
and 6–12 months after (M = 9.22; SD = 2.66), due to individual recovery process as well as
the fact that the patients were localized in the different parts of the country. The patients
were recruited by qualified ophthalmologists after being diagnosed with the cataract in
the Polish national healthcare system. The inclusion criteria were being diagnosed with a
cataract as well as the qualification for the surgery. The exclusion criteria were psychiatric
and neurological disorders, lesions and contraindications for magnetic resonance imaging.
The study was approved by the Bioethics Commission at the Polish Military Institute of Avi-
ation Medicine, Warsaw, Poland (report number 02/2013; 26 February 2013) and Institute
of Applied Psychology at the Jagiellonian University, Cracow, Poland (21 February 2017).
It was also conducted in accordance with ethical standards described in the Declaration
of Helsinki. Moreover, all participants were informed about the procedure and provided
their written consent.

2.2. IOL and Blue Light Transmittance

Before IOL implantation, patients had their lens measured yellowing either with
the use of fluorophotometry (Ocumetrics Fluorotron Master) or with the Lens Opacities
Classification System III. (LOCS III). Transmittance data were obtained directly from the
first method and were calculated based on Siik et al. [23] for the LOCS III measurements.
There were no data for four patients, thus transmittance level was estimated based on the
existing data and age. Ophthalmologists recruited patients who had surgery under the
national health care. The IOL type was also chosen by ophthalmologists. Patients had two
types of IOL implanted: with blue light filter transmitting 68% of light around 475 nm
(Alcon AcrySof® IQ model SN60WF) or so-called crystal lenses transmitting 95% of blue
light (HOYA Ltd. model iSert 250, Abbott Medical Optics Inc. model Symphony, Alcon
AcrySof® IQ model AU00T0, Akreos® model Adapt AO). The difference between blue light
transmittance before and after IOL implantation was calculated for each patient. The eyes
with higher transmittance before and after the intervention were taken for this calculation
(see Supplementary Materials for raw data).

2.3. Behavioral Measurements

At each session, before fMRI scanning participants performed a psychomotor vig-
ilance task (PVT), a widely used test of sustained attention measuring the speed with
which subjects respond to a visual stimulus [24,25]. Task was performed on a computer
with a 19-inch LCD screen and responses were made with arrow or space keys on the
keyboard. Participants were instructed to press a button with index finger as soon as the
stimulus appears, which stops the stimulus counter and displays the reaction time (RT)
in milliseconds for a 1s period. It was emphasized not to press the button in the absence
of stimuli, (in such case a false start warning appeared on the screen). If a reaction was
slower than 1 s, the warning “too slow” was presented. The inter-trial interval varied
randomly from 2 to 10 s, and the task duration was 5 min, comprising about 42 stimuli.
For correct responses mean RT, mean RT for 10% of the fastest responses and mean RT for
10% of the slowest responses were calculated as the most frequently reported PVT outcome
metrics [24]. The first three stimuli were discarded from the analysis in each PVT trial. A
t-test was performed to compare the outcomes between the session before and after the IOL
replacement. In order to check whether the difference in performance between sessions is
related to change in the blue light transmittance, the correlation analysis was conducted.

2.4. MRI Data Acquisition

MRI data were acquired using 3T Siemens Skyra MR System (Siemens Medical Solu-
tions, Erlangen, Germany). Structural images were obtained using sagittal 3D T1-weighted
MPRAGE sequence. Total of 10 min functional resting state (rs-fmri) EPI images were
acquired using gradient-echo single-shot echo planar imaging sequence with the following
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parameters: TR = 2000 ms; TE = 27 ms; slice thickness = 3 mm, voxel size = 3 mm3, with no
gap using 20-channel coil. Total of 37 interleaved transverse slices and 300 volumes were
acquired. During the acquisition, participants were instructed to keep their eyes open and
to not think about anything in particular.

2.5. Imaging Data Preprocessing

The rs-fMRI data processing was performed using Data Processing & Analysis for
Brain Imaging (DPABI) V4.3 [26] and SPM 12 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging,
UCL, London, UK) both working under MATLAB version R2018a (The MathWorks, Inc.,
Natick, MA, USA). First 10 time points were discarded due to signal equilibration and then
slice timing was conducted. Moreover, realignment with assessment of the voxel specific
head motion was conducted. None of the participants displayed movements above 3 mm or
3◦ in one or more of the orthogonal directions and therefore all patients qualified for further
analysis. Then, using standard EPI template functional images were linearly normalized
in DARTEL to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space and spatially resampled to
3 × 3 × 3 mm voxel size. The 24 motion parameters derived from the realignment step,
white matter as well as cerebrospinal fluid signals and five principal components were
removed using principal components analysis integrated in a Component Based Noise
Correction Method [27]. The global signal was included due to its potential to provide
additional valuable information [28]. The signal was then band-pass filtered (0.01–0.08 Hz)
to reduce high-frequency noise and low-frequency drift, such as the respiratory and cardiac
rhythms. Finally, the functional data were spatially smoothed with 4mm Full Width at Half
Maximum (FWHM) kernel.

2.6. Parcellation

The preprocessed data were parcellated using Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL)
atlas which separates the brain into 116 regions [29]. In order to investigate possible
between-session differences among Default Mode Network, Salience Network, Basal gan-
glia Network as well as Higher Visual Network, Primary Visual Network and Visuospa-
tial Network, the authors used templates from FIND lab (http://findlab.stanford.edu/
functional_ROIs.html, accessed on 15 November 2020).

2.7. Graph Metrics

In order to examine the topological properties of functional brain network for each
participant at both global and local levels Graphvar 2.02b and MATLAB version R2018a
(The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) were used. Global measures aimed at describing
macroscale organization and integration of all nodes in the brain network and included:
mean clustering coefficient and assortativity. Local properties were calculated for each
individual node (region) separately, reflecting the nodal centrality in the network. In this
study, we calculated common local properties such as clustering coefficient and eigenvector
centrality (the measures are discussed in detail in https://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/
measures/list, accessed on 15 November 2020). Data used for graph measures were not
smoothed during preprocessing steps. For each subject, 116 regions of interest (ROIs) were
defined according to the AAL atlas [29]. In order to obtain a 116 × 116 undirected binary
correlation matrix, mean time course for each region was extracted and then the Pearson
coefficients between each pair of ROIs were calculated. In order to exclude the spurious
links in interregional connectivity matrices [30], we adopted a thresholding procedure
based on the strongest connections, removing the weaker ones [31]. This procedure enables
to compare network topology within as well as between participants [32]. Network edges
were defined using a sparsity thresholding procedure ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 in steps
of 0.05.

http://findlab.stanford.edu/functional_ROIs.html
http://findlab.stanford.edu/functional_ROIs.html
https://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/measures/list
https://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/measures/list
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2.8. Statistical Analysis

Paired t-test was used in order to compare graph indexes before and after implantation
of an intraocular blue light filter lens. All the results were calculated with 5000 iterations
and corrected with the Benjamini and Hochberg [33] False Discovery Rate correction
at p < 0.05. Paired t-test with 5000 iterations as well as non-parametric FDR corrected
p-value < 0.05 was conducted using Graphvar 2.02b and MATLAB version R2018a (The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Pearson correlation was calculated in order to in-
vestigate the association between graph results and both blue light transmittance and
PVT results.

3. Results

All PVT outcomes showed significant change between experimental sessions, i.e.,
patients responded faster after IOL replacement: mean RT (p = 0.001, t = 3.65), median RT
(p = 0.002, t = 3.44) and RT of 10% fastest (p = 0.004, t = 3.25) but not the slowest (p = 0.072,
t = 1.88) responses. Results are presented on Figure 1. The correlation analysis between
difference in PVT outcomes between sessions and the difference in blue light transmittance
did not reveal significant results (p > 0.3).
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Figure 1. Boxplot showing reaction time distribution before and after Intraocular lens implantation. * Indicate significant
difference between sessions.

In case of resting-state fMRI analyses, paired t-test revealed significant, FDR corrected
(p < 0.05) differences in eigenvector centrality values. Among others, the patients mani-
fested higher eigenvector centrality of Vermis 8 before cataract extraction and intraocular
lens implantation. Moreover, nodes such as bilateral inferior occipital, bilateral superior
parietal, right supramarginal as well as various cerebellum regions turned out to be sig-
nificantly more important for the whole network before the intraocular lens implantation.
Moreover, bilateral supplementary motor area presented a significantly lower tendency for
clustering in networks after the surgery, while right superior parietal, left inferior parietal,
bilateral middle temporal pole and cerebellum regions clustered to a greater extent. All the
results from graph analyses are presented in Table 1.

The correlation analysis of all significant graph results with the difference in blue light
transmittance revealed significant positive correlation on two thresholds between eigenvec-
tor centrality in right cerebellum 7b and the difference in the level of the exposure to the
blue light (threshold = 0.1, r = 0.37, p = 0.032; threshold = 0.3, r = 0.35, puncorrected = 0.043).
Correlation analysis of significant graph results with the PVT results revealed significant
negative correlation between the difference in the reaction time and clustering coefficient in
the right cerebellum 7b in threshold 0.35 (r = −0.34; puncorrected = 0.04), the same structure
which was positively correlated with the difference in blue light transmittance. Aforemen-
tioned correlations with cerebellum 7b are presented in Figure 2. Moreover, difference in
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PVT results were negatively correlated with the eigenvector centrality in the right inferior
occipital gyrus in two thresholds: 0.3 (r = −0.4; puncorrected = 0.017) and 0.4 (r = −0.36;
puncorrected = 0.03). The strongest correlation of altered eigenvector centrality and difference
in PVT is visualized in Figure 3.

Table 1. List of brain ROIs with clustering coefficient and eigenvector centrality values before and after the intraocular
lens implantation.

p-Value

ROI (Names) AAL Label Threshold Clustering Coefficient Eigenvector Centrality

Preoperative-Postoperative

Left Supplementary Motor Area SMA.L 0.2 0.035

Right Supplementary Motor Area SMA.R 0.4 0.027

Left Inferior Occipital Gyrus IOG.L 0.4 0.034

Right Inferior Occipital Gyrus IOG.R

0.3 0.009

0.4 0.02

0.5 0.015

Left Superior Parietal Gyrus SPG.L

0.15 0.042

0.2 0.017

0.3 0.038

Right Superior Parietal Gyrus SPG.R 0.15 0.016

Right Supramarginal Gyrus SMG.R
0.15 0.004

0.35 0.029

Left Cerebellum Crus 2 CRBLCrus2.L

0.2 0.046

0.3 0.019

0.4 0.014

0.5 0.016

Left Cerebellum 7b CER7b.L 0.35 0.024

Right Cerebellum 7b CER7b.R

0.1 0.018

0.15 0.02

0.2 0.017

0.25 0.027

0.3 0.04

Left Cerebellum 8 CER8.L 0.1 0.03

Right Cerebellum 8 CER8.R
0.15 0.048

0.45 0.03

Left Cerebellum 9 CER9.L 0.45 0.006

Right Cerebellum 9 CER9.R 0.25 0.011

Vermis 8 VER8 0.1 0.0002

Postoperative-Preoperative

Right Superior Parietal Gyrus SPG.R
0.45 0.027

0.5 0.046

Left Inferior Parietal Gyrus IPL.L

0.2 0.022

0.25 0.021

0.35 0.014

0.4 0.014
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Table 1. Cont.

p-Value

ROI (Names) AAL Label Threshold Clustering Coefficient Eigenvector Centrality

Left Cerebellum Crus 2 CRBLCrus2.L

0.15 0.016

0.2 0.015

0.25 0.048

0.3 0.016

Right Cerebellum Crus 2 CRBLCrus2.R
0.1 0.022

0.25 0.015

Right Cerebellum 7b CER7b.R 0.35 0.049

Left Cerebellum 8 CER8.L 0.15 0.048

Left Cerebellum 10 CER10.L 0.5 0.01

Vermis 8 VER8

0.2 0.033

0.25 0.034

0.3 0.023

0.35 0.025

0.4 0.022
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4. Discussion

The current study sought to investigate global and local functional network archi-
tecture reorganization of the brain associated with cataract extraction and the difference
in blue light transmittance. The proposed local graph metrics revealed the substantial
reorganization of functional network architecture, indicating the increase in the clustering
coefficient of superior and inferior parietal, middle temporal as well as various cerebel-
lar regions. Large clustering coefficient is reported to be characteristic for a small-world
network [34] and creating small worlds in neuronal networks is thought to be a property
of healthy brain as the loss of small-worldness is a well-known signature of Alzheimer’s
disease [35] and schizophrenia [36]. Moreover, larger clustering coefficient allows differ-
entiating the healthy participants from the ones with an early onset of neurodegenerative
dementia [37]. In addition, Masuda et al. [38] revealed significant decline in the clustering
coefficient associated with age. The aforementioned reports are congruent with our results,
showing considerable increase in the local clustering coefficient after cataract extraction
and intraocular lens implantation primarily among the elderly patients. It indicates higher
integration and better functioning of brain networks. Larger clustering coefficient in infe-
rior and superior parietal gyrus is probably associated with functional recovery as well
as visual restoration, which was already established in the study of Lin et al. [11]. The
authors proved that after the cataract surgery, both visual and cognitive functions can be
not only enhanced but even fully reversed to the normal level of functioning. Our other
results from the bilateral middle temporal poles also stay in line with the literature as
this specific region is believed to play a significant role in conceptual processing of visual
objects [39]. However, apparently visual improvement is not the only pronounced effect
associated with cataract extraction and intraocular lens implantation. The enlarged cluster-
ing coefficient in the cerebellum 7b, 8a, Crus 2 as well as vermis 8 indicates considerable
functional reorganization associated with motor and cognition alterations. For instance,
cerebellum crus 2 is, among others, related to emotional cognition [40] which is reported
to boost after cataract extraction [15]. Vermis 8, in turn, is responsible for bodily posture
and locomotion, considered to be impaired among people with visual deficits [41,42]. In
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addition, the current study provides results proving cognitive enhancement caused by
cataract surgery. The analysis of local graph metrics revealed larger clustering coefficient
in the cerebellum 7b and 8a, which are strongly involved in visual working memory and
visual attention tasks. Moreover, the study of Brissenden et al. [43] shows that the above
cerebellum areas manifest intrinsic functional connectivity with dorsal attention network.
Noteworthy, clustering coefficient in cerebellum 7b turned out to be negatively correlated
with the difference in the results of PVT, a widely known test of the sustained attention,
which confirms association of cerebellum 7b with the attention network. Concluding, the
increased integration of aforementioned regions proves not only visual but also motor and
cognitive-related improvement associated with cataract extraction as well as intraocular
lens implantation.

Alteration in eigenvector centrality is another proof for significant functional network
architecture reorganization. Eigenvector centrality is a self-referential measure of centrality.
Nodes with high eigenvector centrality are connected to other nodes with high eigenvector
centrality. It means that the node is important for the network but at the same time is
connected to other nodes which are very important for the network. The local graph
measure allowed identifying significant changes in prominent regions in the hierarchy
of brain networks. Eigenvector centrality of the neuron is thought to positively correlate
with its relative firing rate [44]. According to the spiking neural network model, increased
firing rate constitutes a compensatory mechanism which prevents the disruption of neural
network homeostasis after progressive loss of synapses [45,46]. The above results are
congruent with the previous study reporting higher eigenvector centrality in participants
with longer alcohol dependence [47]. The current study revealed increased eigenvector
centrality in bilateral inferior occipital gyrus, bilateral superior parietal gyrus as well as
various cerebellum regions in cataract patients before cataract extraction and intraocular
lens implantation. The above results may contribute to a spiking neural network model,
as both occipital and parietal regions are believed to present impaired functioning in
cataract patients before the surgery [11]. Moreover, most of the cerebellum regions with
increased centrality before the surgery are the same ones which showed increased clustering
coefficient and thereby higher integration after the cataract extraction. The association
between altered eigenvector centrality and functional reorganization patterns are still not
fully understood and should be further investigated.

In addition, eigenvector centrality in cerebellum 7b turned out to be positively cor-
related with the difference in the level of blue light transmittance. The above region is
thought to be associated with non-motor representations in the brain [48]. The previous
study, conducted on 228 healthy subjects revealed strong resting-state functional connectiv-
ity between cerebellum 7b and salience network [49], which is reported to be responsible
for detecting relevant stimuli as well as coordinating the respective brain response [50].
Moreover, Brissenden et al. [43] reported that the same cerebellum region is functionally
connected with the dorsal attention network. The previous results prove cerebellum 7b
is related to attention and processing sensory-motor information. Thereby, the current
research is congruent with other previous studies pointing to the association between
blue light exposure and alertness for external stimuli as well as overall attention [51,52].
Summarizing, blue light transmittance proves to be related to functional reorganization
in cerebellum 7b, the region strongly associated with structures which play a significant
role in attention and integration of external stimuli. Interestingly, eigenvector centrality
in the right inferior occipital gyrus after the IOL implantation turned out to be negatively
correlated with the difference in reaction time in psychomotor vigilance test. Above relation
means that the lower eigenvector centrality after the cataract extraction, the faster patients
reacted to the salient stimuli on the screen after the surgery. Aforementioned results stay
in line with the literature considering better visual and attentional performance to be a
consequence of cataract extraction [53]. Importantly, improvement of visual acuity is the
most reported outcome after the cataract extraction, there are studies showing that the
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procedure can significantly improve brain functions as a function of increased gray matter
volume in brain areas related with cognitive and visual functions [11].

5. Limitation

The current study has the restricted sample size and further study should consider
extending it. Secondly, the sample size is not equivalent in the case of gender and the age
range could be smaller. Moreover, fMRI studies struggle with the low time resolution,
however our time repetition had been established to 1000 TR, hence the limitation is
minimalized. In addition, both local and global graph metrics have been chosen according
to the best authors knowledge, however the process of selection was still arbitrary because
there are a lot of other metrics and none of them is believed to be the best index for
describing neural reorganization. Finally, future studies should collect more demographical
data as well as cognitive measurements.

6. Conclusions

Our results reveal tremendous functional network architecture reorganization of
neuronal networks caused by cataract extraction, intraocular lens implantation as well
as altered blue light transmittance. To the best of our knowledge this is the first report
addressing this problem, based on graph theory and conducted with the use of resting
state fMRI data.
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